Summary~ --In a recent paper Dos Santos proposed a , crucial experiment to test Einstein's special-relativity theory, by distinguishing between the theories of Einstein and Lorentz. It is the purpose of the present paper to show that, although the experimental procedure is feasible, the theoretical assumptions upon which the experiment is based are incorrect. Dos SANTOS (1) has recently proposed an experiment which, he claims, will enable a test to be maple of Einstein's special-relativity theory by distinguishing between the two rival theories of Einstein and Lorentz. The Lorentz theory is based upon a belief in the aether and in absolute motion, whereas Einstein's theory considers both of these as unobservables. The proposed experiment is based upon the M6ssbauer effect and consists of mounting the source and the absorber on two identical, but independently rotating, discs, which are arranged to rotate at the same angular velocity. Dos SANTOS claims that this arrangement enables source and absorber to move with the same absolute speed, whilst maintaining a relative speed between the two, as shown in fig. 1 . By ~ absolute speed, we assume that he means speed with respect to the fixed stars or (in Lorentz's theory) with respect to the aether. It is asserted by Dos SANTOS that this experimental configuration will enable an experiment to be performed which will give a nonnull result, if Einstein's theory is valid, and a null result, if Lorentz's theory is valid. We contend, however, that
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As can be seen from fig. 1 , the source and the absorber are fixed to the rotors and coincide in position once every revolution, whereas the detector and the shield are stationary in the laboratory frame S. According to Dos SA~T0S, if the source and the absorber are made of the same material and are ~ in synchronism when at relative rest '9 then a ~ detuning, should be observed (manifested by an increase in the count rate with speed) if Einstein's theory is obeyed, whereas no such ~ detuning, should be observed if Lorentz's theory is correct. Figure 2 shows the ~ source, frame S ~, the , absorber, frame S' and the laboratory (detector) frame S positioned at coincidence, i.e. when source, absorber and detector are in position of emission, absorption and reception, respectively. In the laboratory frame, the signal travels from the source, through the absorber and then on to the detector in a direction perpendicular to the
